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The Current is the student newspaper at the University of Missouri-

st. Louis,

printing weekly through the fall and spring semesters on
Mondays. Advertising rates are available upon request; terms, conditions and restrictions apply. The Current, financed in part by student
activities fees, is not an official publication of UM-St. Louis.
The University is not responsible for the content of The Current and!
or its policies. All materials. contained in each printed and online issue are property of The Current and may not be reprinted, reused, or
reproduced without the prior, expressed and written consent of The

Current.
The Current accepts letters to the editor. All letters should be brief,
, and those not exceeding 250 words will be given preference. The Current edits letters for clarity and length, not for dialect, correctness, in. tent or grammar. All letters must be signed and must include a daytime
phone number and, where applicable, student number. The Editor-inChief reserves the right to respond to and to deny any letters.
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\Vith r gi crail n fo r
2011 unden
man
n iversity
of M i 'ouri - t.
ills rud n hay al d beoun to select
their cours f r th upcoming seme er. There is h \l e er)
one clas in pani ular [hat the
!lege f Ar and cien e
h pe' n lden will pay particular interest in w lle n buill{ing
their schedul e .
FoU wing a highly successful tr ial nUl during me 2010
winter in'ters si n th Colleg of Arts and Sciences has introduced the politi a.l ci nee course "Learning Ab U( D.iversity
and ~ocial lssu ~ into its r gulal' curriculum.
Ronald Yasbin, dean f th C ollege of Arts and Sciences,
anl(icipate5 m at this cour \ ill pro ide a considerable contribution to th uruver ity' goal of offering students a wellrounded education and promotil1g a more enlightened attitude towards Lulrural dt ersity on campus.
' We '-',ant the UMSL ~xpericnce to be one that helps develop the true citizen scholar," Dr. Yasbin said. "Understanding
the diversity of our society including the unique history of me
United States, and addr ing the processes by which biases
develop is a crucial component of achieving these goals."
The course's instructor, Farida Jalalzai, hopes to Create an
honest and supportive environment for students to voice their
opinions and confront the biases and inequities present in
society. To accomplish this, Jalalzai incorporates a number of
hands-on activities and intimate group discussions to create
an open forum for srudents to discuss their attitudes on social
issues such as racism, gender inequality and sexual discrimination.
During the winter intersession, many of these heated discussions were facilitated by moderators from the World of
Difference Institute, an office of the Anti-Defamation League,
who helped engage srudents in the controversial issues addressed in the course, The College of Arts and Sciences will
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invite these mod rators to return fur the full semester as well,
prom.ising a heated and engaging experience.
Jalalzai srre- es that. while this course will de:li '\-"ith sensitive
and often difficult subjects. a di erse group of students from
a w ide range of academic disciplines social backgrounds and
ethnic group v ' be needed for the course to reach its true
potential. Although the course is currently being offered for
political ci nce crl.':dit, JaJalzai encourages any srudent interested in (oI1tributing to the open-minded dialogue to enroll.
"I think we want everyone to consider taking this course,
Yasbin said. (lor course, the most obvious students are those
who want to be challenged and who want to really think for
memselves using logic and reasoning. This 'will be an important course for srudents who want to be actively engaged in
comrovC'rsiJ.1 topics, ",,·ho want to hear omer views and who
want to be heard."
The College of ArtS and Sciences anticipates that with a
"popular enough response, this. course could potentially evolve
into a staple of the UMSL curriculum. Jalalzai expects that in
the future, the course will ofFer general credit hours for students jnstead of strictly political science credit, eventually being taught in multiple sections by different professors who can
each provide their own unique take on the volatile issues at the
heart of the course.
This campus-wide embrace <;:>f cultural diversIty Is what Yasbin and the College of Arts and Sciences hopes will be the lasting contribution of this course, a measure which will bolster
UMSLS national and international reputation.
"Being known as an institution mat promotes social justice
and inclusIon helps to alter [negative views] of UMSL and
makes us more anractive to a greater diversity of srudents,"
Yasbin said. "Basically, this can best be summed up by paraphrasing Isaiah and declaring that UMSL shall be a house of
learning, understanding and murual respect for all people."
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Acco nting pr gram gets reaccredited
MINHOJUNG
Staff writer

The College of Business Administration at University of
Missouri-St. Louis earned reaccreditation for another five
years from the Association to Advance to Collegiate Schools
of Business.
The approval from AACSB is the highest form of accreditation a business school can have. "It is kind of a gold standard in business schools," Mary Bem Mohrman, accounting
department chair, said.
The Association to Advance to Collegiate Schoo.!s of Business was founded in 1916 ro accredit schools of business
worldwide. Since then, the accreditation from AACSB has
been regarded as the benchmark for quality of business education in me academic field.
Currently, mere are 620 business schools in 38 countries
that maintain AACSB accreditation. Of that (Oral, only ten
p~rcent of business schools have achieved separate accounting accreditation. UMSL is one of them. UMSL's accounting
department \vas awarded the first accreditation in 1995. Since
then, the accreditation has been maintained, which represents
the high quality of education me program offers.
"In St. Louis area, there are only four business schools
that have an AACSB accreditation. [1hat includes] Washington UniYersity, Sr. Louis University, SIU-Edwardsville and
UlvfSL," lYfohrman said. "It's a very high standard. \"'{'c have
(0 comply wim business accreditation standard and also me

accounting accrerutation standard."
In addition to the benefits for program reputation, having
accreditation from AASCB gives srudents an additional credibility when it comes to job opportunities.
"It will definitely have an impact. First of all, it influences
reputation among omer universities. If our studems wish (0
transfer to other university, they will recognize that [the students] came from AACSB instirution and me courses meet the
AACSB standard; chat makes mem easier for them (0 rransfer
other institution. Likewise, when students come into UMSL,
we accept courses that are taken at other AJ\CSB [gran [ed]
institutions," Mohrman said. "In addition, many employers
prefer [Q recruit graduates from AACSB accredired instirutions. Many of the accouming firms and employers come here
to look for students, it makes a difference to them."
There are many \vebsites that list business schools and accounting programs (0 help srudems who are trying to choose
the school they want [Q art nd. Since many websires specifically list the institutions which earned AACSB accreditations,
the program reaccreditation is expected to continue [Q bring
stUdents \\iho are looking for a quaJi program [Q Ulv1SL from
allover me world.
"Accounting is th larg t major on U1'vISL campus. I think
(the college} give rh studentS excellent educations and background" .Niohrman said. "Our Alumni also have been very
sucu:~sful in their area. Man}' of the accounting firms in Sr.
Louis area come to us because they know that they can ger
n
well-trained and well-educated emplo ees ..

Staff W riter

Emails have been going out to first-year and senior srudems
at the University of Missouri-St. Louis extending invitations ~o
take the NSSE survey. Students are being strongly encouraged
to take part in mis survey.
NSSE stands for National Survey of Studem Engagement.
Administered by me Center for Postsecondary Research and
Plapning at the University of Indiana-BloomingtOn, UMSL
has participated in mis survey since its inception in 2000. Administered every two years, me survey concentrates on freshmen and seniors in order to collect data that reflects a change
in student attirudes and experiences over the course of meir
college careers.
As the name suggests, me survey collects data mat focuses
more on the level of student engagement rather than raw srudent performance. 1his data focuses on five specific benchmarks: level of academic challenge, active and collaborative
learning activities, srudent~facult)' interaCtion, educational experiences, and supportive campus environment. When combined, these benchmarks paint a picrure of how challenged
srudenrs feel by the curriculum and whether srudents feel me
university has adequate support suucrures in place to meet
their needs.
Margaret Cohen of the Academic Affail'S office makes heavy
use of NSSE data in her \vork here at Ui\fSL. She is the director of me Center for Teaching and Learning and associa[e
provost for Professional Development. According to Dr. Cohen; the data game red by the NSSE has been of great help (0
her and t? the university as a whole. «[The] information helps

The
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challenge the campus to k ep doing well, she said. [We] depend on me dara to know how we re reaching our goals. I think
that's really imporrant."
l\iot only has NSSE data been u d by me university to advance its goals, it has been used in everal attempts to bring
srudems and faculty closer together. ' [We've] used it to stir
conversations among facu]t) " Dr. Cohen said. "Faculty teaching undergraduate [classes] are invited (0 participate [in the
survey]." By comparing NSSE and me Faculty Sur.'C? of Srudent Engagement, or FSSE, mose analyzing the data can see
how well aligned the perspectives of faculty and studencs are.
In addition, Senate and University Assembly Committees have
cited NSSE response data in discussions of things such as retention and recruitment, and it is also used in faculty orientation
to help.new faculty and still know what resources are available
so mey can pass that information along to their studems.
Dr. Cohen also related an e.'{ample of how NSSE dara
played a direct role in affecting policy here at UMSL. During
the survey's mird iteration in 2004, me school held a campus.....ride forum in me Millenn.ium Srudent Center, where faculty
and students from all the colleges on campus were invited to
a presentation of the data that had been collected. After the
presentation, me audience broke into (heir respective colleges
(0 discuss and were invited to share their own insighrs wirh
the presenters. Srud.ent inp ur is what drives me survey, Cohen
said, and the data being gam r d helps improve the M L
experience for e ry n e both studems and faculty. Further information can be obtained ) g ing o n the ~ ,E \ ebsite at
nsse.iub.edu or b co ota tin t:> ohen ar Peggy_ hen@umsl.
edu.
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UNDERCURRENT
by Yumeto Yamazaki

. "What do you think about
onald Trump's potential candid icy fo
president of t he United Sta es?"
"I think it is nonsense. Someone
who becomes a president

without any political background
is not a good idea.
YuliKim

Public Administration
Senior

"\ think it's a joke. I can't really
see him being a pr€sident of
America."

Daniel Ayo-Vaughan
Economics
Junior

"I think IT's laughable. with his
TV shows and silly hair, he is too

much of a celebrity to be taken as
a serious candidate."

Carolina Pino

Students encouraged to take NSSE survey
JEREMY ZSCHAU

APRIL

Liberal Studies
Senior
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op economists d·scuss the

ork of F.A. Hayek

Duke's Bruce Caldwell comes to UMSL. to talk Serfdom
CATE MARQUIS
A.ssistan t A& E Editor

On Thursd:q, April 21,
Bruce Caldwell, an economist and research professor
as well as the direcror of me
Cenrer for the Hisrory of
Political Economy at Duke
University, gave a lecrure co
a small crowd of enrhused
listeners on the seminal economic treatise "The Road to
Serfdom."
\'(1ritten by famed economist F. A. Hayek, "The Road
to Serfdom" is considered one
of the most important bo ok
ever written 011 the t pic of
free market economics and
has be '~n rel V:l.m sine its being published in 1 3.
It is fitting that the F. A.
Hayek Professorship of Economic History sponsor
the lecture, as Cald, ell is
the kading authority on the
work on the liD and work of
Hayek.
David Ro e, chair of the
UivISL Economics Department, implied thar the move
to bring in Caldwell only
made sense.
In his introduction of
Caldwell, Rose referred to
him as the "top Hayek scholar." Rose also called Duke
University "a promised land"
in regards to the hiscory of
economICS.
Despite the academic sub- .
ject matter, Caldwell mainly
spoke about the human side
of "The Road to Serfdom,"
particularly the obstacles and
odd flukes that lead to it being a worldwide sensation.
When first published, the
book enjoyed modest sales
in the five digit range. Coincidentally, the work came
out the same year as "One
World" by Wendell Willkie,
which sold over a million

copies, "we all remember that
one" Caldwell said.
But soon after "Reader's
Digest" of Hayek's work was
printed about eight million
times over. The "Reader's
Digest" version was shipped
overseas to the hundreds of
thousands of soldiers \vho
were still in the army but no
longer fighting.
In an interesting note,
Caldwdl said that Hayek was
travelling by ship from his
nati e Europe co }\merica,
here he was going to go on
a five universiry tour giving
lectures to fellow economists
and students. But during his
(rip 0\1 r [he "R ader's Din
g t , rsi n came our and
Hay k found that his tour
had b n moved from dusty
school r oms to three thousand person halls and his
talks were being broadcast by
radio as well.
Hayek's ideas 'were controversial in the 1940s, and
to this day they have never
completely lost mat label.
But luckily for Hayek enthusiasts, continuing controversy
and debate, if nothing else,
has kept Hayek's works in
print and in demand. In the
summer of 2010, a Fox News
personality mentioned "The
Road to Serfdom" on his
show and sales of the book
sky rocketed, according to
Amazon. It stayed as number
one for ten days sixty years after first being published.
After his lecture, Caldwell
rook questions from the audience and had a ' spirited back
and forth with students and
faculty.

a

Bruce Caldwell, an economics professor at Duke University, gets introduced to the audience before he begins his talk about "The Road to Serfdom" at the Social Science Buidling on Thursday.
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Your weekly calendar of campus events. "What's Current" is a free service '
for student organizations. Submissions must be turned in by 5 p.m. the Thursday
before publication; first-come, first-served . Listings may be edited for length and
style. E-mail event listings to thecurrentads@umsl.edu, with the subject "What's
Current." No hone or writtensubmissions.
.
,

Mirthday attendees participate in a rock dimbingexercise while Oil tlreaks from rides and games.

Monday, April 25
Piano Smash
From 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. located at Lot D by MSC and open to all. Wear close-toed shoes.
Shoes will be available to borrow if you do not have close-toed shoes. Sponsored by Phi Nu
Alpha Fraternity.
For more information, call Kwanae Johnson at 314-619-2710.
I

Celebrate the Arts" 2011
From 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., located at Provincial House (South Campus) and open to all.
Enjoy original art by UMSL students, faculty and staff. Vote for best in show.
II

For more information, please call Geri Friedline at 314-516-7874.

Implementing High-lmpact Educational Experiences in STEM Dpt.
From 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., located at CNS 101 and open to all.

I

Colleagues from the Missouri Science and Technology _Department of Chemistry will
explain their data-driven success story about student learning and engagement.
Colleagues from across the disciplines will come away with fresh ideas.
Sponsored by the College orArts and Sciences and the Center for Teaching and
learning.
.
For more information, call Peggy Cohen at 314-516-7130.

CHENHAO lit THE CURRENT
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14th Annual Multicultural Awareness Day
From 11 :30 a.m. to 1:00 pm .. , located at MSC Century Rooms A & B and open to all.
Join us as we celebrate the 14th Annual Multicultural Awareness Day! Theme: "Shades of
Brown: Exploring Parallels in Culture Through Science and The Arts." Dr. Jackie Lewis-Harris,
Keynote Cultural vignettes by UMSL Faculty and Students. Art exhibit by Cool Valley and Airport
Elementary Schools. Light refreshments will be served.
For more information, call Linda Sharp, Multicultural Relations, at 314-516-6807.
Godzilla and Post-War Japan
From 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., located in SGA Chamber, Millennium Student Center and open to
all. Godzilla and Post-War Japan, with Dr. William M. Tsutsui. Since Godzilla's first appearance
more then fifty years ago, the King of the Monsters has become a cinematic icon and a globallyrecognized symbol of Japan. But what can a giant, fire-breathing movie monster tell us about
Japanese culture and Japan's national experience since World War II? This talk, lighthearted but
rooted in current scholarship, will explore the serious lessons to be learned from the 28 Godzilla
films and the abiding worldwide popularity of the King of the Monsters.
For more information, call Bob Ell at 314-516-7299.

Denim Day
From 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p,m., located in the Nosh by escalator, open to all.
Deni m Day is an important 'opportunity to raise awareness and prevent sexual assault
against women. Please wear jeans on April 28 to support Denim Day, stop by our table
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.to learn more about Denim Day.
For more information, contact Kathy Castulik at 314-516-4657.

Erin McKenny, "balsam"

SAMUEL J. SURGENER / THE CURRENT

Galle y 2 D's 'A rinter's potlight: 15 Years of Wildwood
THEATRE
Gallery 210's exhibit "A Printer's Spotlight: IS Years of
\Vildwood Press," which runs through May 28, is all about
the unexpected.
The name "Wildwood Press" evokes images of a printing
press turning out finely-bound books. But just as an artist
working in textiles rarely is making clothing, the name is misleading. This press focuses on glorious, eye-popping printmaking.
The first impression of the exhibit is big. Big, bold, impressive images crowd the gallery, they are so strikingly masterful and professional that one feels like it is an art museum
rather than a gallery. That professionalism makes this exhibit a
pure joy. Images are both bold and appealing. While some art
exhibits fearure small works packed with tiny details requiring close scrutiny to tease out meaning, the Wildwood Press
prints reach out boldly. There are details to be savored, but
these works have an immediacy that does not require one to
stand close. The exhibit has a special kind of cohesion and a
polish in presentation that makes one feel like the art is in
charge. Apart from a small sculptural work, "balsam," boxed

pinecones inscribed ,vith poems, by Erin McKenny, each.work
is a large, rectangular print. ?vfost are framed in pale wood
and horizontal and vertical works alternate. Pieces are grouped
with consideration for style, color and form so that placement
of the pieces is very pleasing to the eye.
Entering the gallery, Jane Hammond's "Natural Curiosit.ies" is dead ahead. What seems at first to be a visually-pleasing
naturalist's display of snake skins, turtle shells and mounted
insects is revealed on closer examination to be a very dever,
three-dimensional, printed work. To the right is a large, weUbalanced, three-bloc graphical print in neu ITal tones: David
Shapiro's "Origin and Rerum #9." The two works reflect a
kind of alpha and omega of the exhibit, from nature-inspired
to the abstract. On the opposite wall, Josely Car.valhos' "Girsu" and "Nippur" resemble sepia-toned photographs of broken pots in an archeological dig with Asian script scrawled like
excavation notes. The pair is placed next to Mary Judge's "Rose
Window" #50 and #53: large circular images in blue and red,
created by steel plates on hand-made paper. _
Walking around a wall, one finds Valerie. Hammond's series of botanical and figurative. "images, "Traces I, II and IlL"
Their blue and white shadow images of forearms and hands,
covered in vine-like, ferny leaves, bear a strong resemblance

to early photography experiments. "Guirlande," "Persephone"
and "Daphne" extend this shadow-like figure with the leaves
theme to full-length figures. Nearby, Jerald leans' four "On
Being" prints evoke splashing water in graphical images in
thick paint.
In contrast, Michael Berkheimer's "Untitled St. Louis" trio
is boldly abstract, with tilting color blocks forming ramps
down the works' surfaces. Nearby, Anne Appleby's two-piece
work is one ofille few unframed works, two panels of green
and blue rough-textured pape~ titled "Mother E."
Michele Oka Doner returns to the figure, with an imposing
full-length, squiggly-sketched figure, "Prairie," a relief from organic material on handmade paper.
One of the exhibit's most striking installations, Linda
Schwarz' "Finger prints 1," is a series of three framed pieces resembling sepia-toned photographic images of hands, reflected
and refracted, into a series of geometric shapes. Casey Rae's
three giclee prints offer images of a desolate landscape.
There are plenty more fascinating pieces in "A Printer's
Spotlight: IS Years of Wildwood Press," making it well worth
a stroll over to Gallery 210.

B+

- Cate Marquis
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'Scream 4' lives up to the fra

Alison Brie, Marley Shelton, Adam Brody, Neve Campbell, Courteney Cox, David Arquette and Anthony Anderson in Wes Craven's SCRE4M.

MOVIES
"What's your favorite scary movie?" For fans of the
"Scream" trilogy (and its parodies), this line is an old hat, and
it has become blatantly obvious that the kiiler asks it regularly.
"Scream 4" hit theatres on April 15, 2011 and has received
a wide range of reactions. From the intensely positive to the
raving negatives, "Scream 4" has made a splash in the film
industry, and may be JUSt what its production staff was hoping
for: the beginning of a second "Scream" trilogy.
In an interesting twist, the movie actually begins by paying
homage to its parodies existing within the "Scary Movie" franchise. \Vhile this review will not ruin exactly what happens,
one can certainly say "Scream" decided to poke fun back at
their imposters with the opening scenes.
The story is pretty simple. Sidney Prescott returns home to
Woodsboro, ten years after leaving, to promote her new book,
"Out of Darkness," which chronicles her move from the horrif}ling events of her )'outh and into a new powerful life as a
ne\v woman. On the eve of her arrival to town, however, an
old friend returns to play. Narurally, since "Scream" would be

nothing without Ghostface.
The first to die are a couple of teenage girls, followed by
countless deaths and arrempted murders as the plot thickens,
or rather, does not thicken. The film's storyline, apart from
one final tVvist in the ending and the rerum of a character who
was supposed to have escaped all of this for eternity, is really
nothing too special.
The return of Sidney, along with her crime fighting teammates, Gale and Dewey Riley, is a welcome addition to be sure.
However, the movie seems to follow a rather generic slasher
theme. People die. Ghostface makes threats. Niore people die.
The movie really does nor have that many nvists that will catch
viewers off-guard.
Like any good slasher film, "Scream 4" attempts to convince viewers that several characters could potentially be the
killer. This effort honestly seems insulting at some points, as
a few of the characters, whHe being pushed as a potential suspect, are so obviously far from killer status that it is offensive
to the intelligence of viewers.
"Scream 4" still does what it is supposed to do rather nicd:·.
It has its comical moments for relief from suspenseful nighttime scenes and even some of the kills themselves have comic

relief built into them. }he film will keep some viewers on the
edge of their seats during a few of the more intense killing
scenes, especially as the presumed final act is wrapping up.
The musical score is fitting. Dramatic when necessary,
lighthearted where appropriate; it may not be anything exceptionally delightful, but the music does its job, dragging viewers
deeper into the mentality of each individual scene.
The movie did quite well in the box office, taking second
place only to "Rio," the more family-oriented tale \vas certain
to draw larger crowds than its slasher contemporary. Grossing a total of $49.2 million on its first weekend, the film was
the second-lowest grossing of the entire "Scream" franchise
in theatres. Is "Scream 4" worthy of attendance? Fms of the
original trilogy will certainly want to take a couple hours and
view this new addition, as it certainly does justice to the series'
heritage, killing several young high school students before the
film's story is up.
'-hllile "Scream ~ .. may not win favoritism with anybody, it
is worth a quick watch, and earns a solid B-.

B-

- Nlatthew B. PoposkJ'
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IIFast Five"

Dominic and his crew find themselves on the wrong side of
the law once again as they try to switch lanes bet\.yeen a
ruthless drug lord and a relentless federal agent.

Valve's 'Portal 2' takes funny to ne
VIDEO GAMES
The hottest op rating system this y r
not W indows or M ac- it is G LaDOS, the Cenetic Life and Disk Operating System from the "Ponal" series.
She is still alive, she is awake, and she
is slightly irritated players attempted to
murder her.
"Portal 2," the follow-up to 2001's
surprise smash hit "Portal," is finally out
and is every inch b~e amazing sequel that
fans have been \-vaiting for.
) For those who have yet to experience
'the gan1e, never fear: this review is abso,lutely spoiler-free.
In the original "Ponal," players guidled the voiceless protagonist Chell. She
iWas a hapless test subject trapped in an
lundergtound science facility with GLa,DOS (Ellen N1cLain), a psychotic artificial intelligence.
In "Portal 2," players once again step
into Chell's (Longfall-boot-equipped)
,shoes. This time around , she has been
wo ken up from a long artificial slumber
by another anificial intelligence nan1ed
%eatley (Stephen Merchant).
Wheatley only wants to escape the
crumbling test facility, and enlists players' help to do so. Of course, things
do not go as planned, and GLaDOS,
well .. .look. There are so many things
IS

that des rv to b memi n ed in chi re, but cannot and will not,
a u it
w uld completei) pail the game.
"POrtal 2" tells a poignant, rna ing
Story. It is funny-hilarious, 'v n. Valv
has refi ned their comedy in Portal 2," It
is sharper, winier and out irr full fo rce.
Every dilapidated test chamber is rife
with comedy and winy banter, be it
from Wheatley or GLaDOS.
Valve has assembled an excellent
voice cast as well. Besides the rerum of
Ellen McLain as GLaDOS, "Portal 2"
features Stephen Merchant, from the
United Kingdom version of "The Office" as Wheatley. Even actor ].K. Simmons
Jonah Jameson from "Spiderman") has a cameo as Aperture Science
founder Cave Johnson that is absolutely
delightful. This game will win awards for
its voice acting alone, not to mention its
comedy writing.
Adminedly, "Portal 2" is a tad short.
Keep in mind two things, however:
one, tha.t the first "Portal" was a mere
four-or-so-hour experience. "Ponal 2" is
slightly more than double that, clocking
in at just about nine hours, give or take.
Second, it is a testament to Valve's
mastery of the genre that "Portal 2"
knows when to end its story. Sure, it
could have gone on, but think about
how many games have had their stories
drag on and on, all for the sake of a lonVI

a.

lev I

g rx e.rin
Portal 2 is JUSt as long as it needs to
be to tell its story. Plus. once the single
player game ends, rhere is always the
t\- o-player co-operative mode.
The two-play r mode 1S one of the
most fun, challenging multiplayer experiences eyer. It requires COnstaIH communication and trial-and-error tenacity.
Though it can be played with a random
player, it is best experienced with a good
friend.
"Portal" was a novelty; it was a puzzle
game with humor, a small side-project
added imo Valve's 2007 "The Orange
Box" release. Featured alongside five
other games, it shot imo legendary status thanks to the insta-memes "the cake
is a lie" and the game's ending song ~'Still
Alive."
With "Portal 2," Valve has taken that
lightning in a bottle from the first game
and done it yet again, producing one of
their finest games ever, as well as a definite early contender for game of the year.
Please keep in mind that "Porral 2 "
will never threaten to stab players, and
in fact cannot speak. If a copy of "Portal 2" does speak, please disregard its
advice. Unless its advice is to play it, in
which case, do so immediately.

A ++

- Andrew SeaL

"Prom"
Severa! intersecting stories unfold at one high schooi as the

big dance approaches; Prom portrays the precarious passage from high school to independence as somE relationships unravel and others ignite.

liThe Greatest Movie Ever Sold"
A documentary about branding, advertising and product
placement that is financed and made possible by brands, advertising and product placement.

He $ ~t ,>"Hil'lg ()vt .
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Earn credits toward your degree
with summer classes at
St. Louis Community College.
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INVI E YOU AND A
FRJEND TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREEN ING
~

. [?~@~
Stop by The Current office
or log-on to
www.thecurrent-online.com
beginning today for your
chance to receive a screening
pass for two!
Screening is on
Tuesday, April 26.
Posses are on a first come, first serve basis.
Supplies are limited. Limit one (l) pass per p ersoo,

p;:lsses admit (2) two. Sponsor s employees a d
the ir de endants are ineliglb!9. Screening is
overbooked to ensure capacity. Please refer to
passes or a }' other possible restrictlo No
purchase ~ s sary. This fil m is rated PG or mild
langU<lge an d a brie' fight. For complete rules,
please visit, www.thecurrent--onUneu:om.

Text PROM to DISNEY (347639)
Disney.com/Prom
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Summer sessions begin May 17 and June 6.

BAT TLB or T H B
ST B IL T
On the night of April 14, five musical acts gathered in the Pilot House to
rticipate in Battle of the Bands. The show, hosted by state representative Clem
ith, included performances from five diverse musical acts. It included not only tradirock bands, but rappers as well. At stake for the winner was the opportunity
perform the following Saturday morning at the 5th annual Keep Kids Safe

Run.

Battle of the Bands event was a long time in the making for its prethe Pierre Laclede Honors College Student Association (PLHCSA).
tbought about it almost a year ago. PLHCSA was having a meeting and we were
rming ideas forservice events and this is something we came up with," Lauren
isterson-Rodriguez, senior, anthropology, said. Masterson-Rodriguez credits PLHC~s service chair, Melissa Alper, with playing a large role in making Battle of the Bands
eality for the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
The event raised a grand total of a little over $500 for the Children's Advocacy Center

of Greater St. Louis, which was made possible with donations and the profits from promotional [-shirts sold at the show.
.
"It was also good for the cemer because the band will be playing at their fUn on Saturday for free. Normally a band COStS about $600 at least, so that's over $1,000 that we
were able to provide them with, essentially," Masteron Rodriguez said.
Although it was a competition, the atmosphere throughout the night was friendly
'and fun. Following each performance was an American Idol-type commentary given by
the "celebrity" judges, who included Dean of the Pierre Laclede Honors College, Bob
Bliss; Dan Rosner, Srudent Government Association president; Karen Banb, special
events coordinaror for the Children's Advocacy Center of Greater St. Louis and Aaron
Golchert, UMSL alumnus.
"It was wonderful. Ir was great. I had a wonderful time, especially being h ere with my
crew. We brought the energy and I'd definitely come back here again," Iconikist, 011(; of
the performers, said.
'
The winning acr was chosen based on rhe amount of donations received under their
name. Plastic buckets baring the names of the participating acts were set up so that, during the course of the show, any audience member could donate to suppOrt nor only the

Childr "n's Advocacy Ce nter, but his or her favorite band as well.
"Yeah, it was real aweso me. I really liked rhe whole thing, It was for a good cause and
it was a good rime. Wt:'re excited labour performing tomorrow]''' Dustin Hook, guitarist
of the winning band, Betwee n rhe Rivers, said_
Representatives of the chosen chariry could not be more pleased.
"It wa,~ wonderful. It was in cn:dible , The energy was enormous, and to h ave the students come our and the communiry come out and support the kids was great," Karey
Dunn, executive director of the hildren's Advocacy Center of G reater St. Louis, said.
Karen Banks, pecial Events Coordinator for the center and one of the celebriry judgeS'for th e night, agreed,
"1 loved it. It was Jill 11 , and I'm glad that we were allowed to be a part of it and rhey
chose U.I a,~ rhe charity. II was great. I wanted to whip my hair down and let my fro rock
out. I loved it. I'm looki ng forward ro them coming on Saturday," Banks said,
Owrall, tht' Barrie of the Bands serv(;d /lot only as a fun acti vity for studcnrs to partake in on ;) ' Ihursday night, but also one that helped a local organization.

(LEFT)
"Between'the Rivers," a band comprised of UMSL students: David Kruszka on bass, Tyler Swape on vocals, Dustin Hook on guitar
and Kevin Fawler on drums, performing at the Battle of the Bands
in the Pilot House on Thursday,

(RIGHT)
lconikist, performing his original songs at the Battle CJf the
Bands in the Pilot House on Thursday.
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Non-competitive volleyball game brings leisure time for students, Wednesday outside MSC.

I FEATURES

CHENHAO L1 1 THE CURRENT

Volleyball at Mirthday welco es p.layers of a I skill level
well-attended game of the day by far was volleyball. Despite
the massive mud slide which was the grass near the Millennium Student Center, students seemed absolutely enthralled
Mirthday, the University of 1vfissouri - St. Louis' celebra- with their game of volleyball.
tion of, essentially, being UMSL, occurred last Wednesday.
Players came and went as the day went on, and the teams
Rides littered parking lots C and D, games were abundant in changed more often than any referee could hope to keep track
booths run by the several student organizations on campus of. Despite the mud, shifting teams and the wide range of
and, of course, there was a massive concen at the night's end,
talents of the players in attendance, everybody playing wore
performed this year by Cee Lo Green.
a smile, shouting encouragement to their own team and the
Also available at this year's Mirthday were games set up by other alike.
Campus Recreation. Included in their repertoire this year were
"I usually play intramurals every time Campus Recreation
volleyball, a beanbag toss and can jam.
offers it. I heard they were hosting games today and decided to
Can jam, a game some m ay not be familiar with, is a game come out and have some fun. I even got a massive stain on my
involving scoring points by putting a frisbee into a goal. In this pants today from the mud, but I don't really care. Mirthday
case, the goal was a can.
is all about fun, and I'm having it!" Greg Laine, sophomore,
~'Can jam is an awesome game! You got to play it. You get
international marketing, said.
different scores for slamming the frisbee into the can in difGreg was not the only student to be stained by the remferent fashions and with different styles! It really is awesome! " nams of the previous night's storms but like Greg, most playSusan Dibb, campus recreational coordinator, said.
" ers really did not seem to mind much. When players fell or
While a few brave contenders ([ied their hands at can jam slipped, other players would give them a hand back to their
and a small crowd gathered for the beanbag toss, the most feet, the stains would be the subjects of jokes for a~out five

POSKY

Opinions Editor

minutes, but then pIa)' would resume a usual .
Scores were not kept either except in a few pri te games
throughout the day. For the most pan, the day was truly filled
with the smcient body simply coming Out to play volleyball.
Professionals and neophytes alike were welcomed, and on occasion, even the professionals were schooled by a surprise trick
or two.
"We had people lining up from about half an hour before
the net was even up, shivering since the sun hadn't come out
yet, ready to play. They all asked when they could start. That
made me feel really happy, seeing that people were that aware
and informed about our activities we had planned for today,"
Dibb said.
Dibb also made references to the mass amount of recreational activities offered at the 1vlark Twain during any given
week of the academic year.
"There are always events going on, be it intramurals or
game nights," Dibb said.
For (hose who may have missed out on volleyball at lvIinhday, keep in mind that the Mark Twain is always hosting
events that students can simply show up and participare in.

FEATURES
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M sic prof s orl
JEN O'HARA
Features Editor

Since he was young, music Professor Jim Henry has committed his heart and soul to music. Not only is he a professor,
director, and musician, but in May, he will also be receiving an
award that acknowledges his passion for musiC and for inspiring youth.
The Current: V;7hat is it like being the director of Ambassadors of HanJlO1l}? How did you become the director?

James

Oim) Henry: That's part of my life. I joined that
group when I ,vas II-years-old. l\1y dad was singing with
them from my infancy so I literally grew up in that chorus and
became ari official member when I was 11. Almost none of
them make a living at music; dley do other mings. The rest are
JUSt other guy who do things throughout the week but v,;hen
it comes to the ambassadors, they re artists. To stand in front
of a group of gUYS who are mat passionate about it and those
kinds of ",.·orkers, tha(s a special thing.
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war ed the are to Lead award
JH: It's not like there's anything that's necessarily hard about
it. There are always challenges, because you're always having
to come up with ..something new. Trying to find new songs
and new ways to present songs, and trying to sort of out do
ourselves is , to me, the most difficult thing. It just takes a lot
of effort to come up with new ideas all the time.

TC: What is the Dare to Leadau'.nd?Ho w does it makeyo ufeel to
receivethisaward;especial(rbeingthefirstperfo17nerto everrereiveit?
JH: It's a group called the International Leadership Ctwork starred by a gentleman named Lisle Ramsey. This group
honors, every year, a person \ ho they feel like has inspired
young people and done something b r [them]. It's very humbling. In many ways it's surprising. I'm not directing (he Ambassadors of Harmony neces aril r with the thought in mind
"What can I win from doing thi ?" Jr' ju r a labor of 1 ve. I
would do it no matter what. Icing n the cal.;:,e is kii1d of a
cliche thing to sa bur thar reall. "har' it is.

Ut,

TC: 0 11 top ofdirecthw thru ho'J'S and bing p rt ofa qual':you. also te h. Wh t made .rou decide to go into t .f1c!Jing?

JH: A couple of things happened that made that come
about. The most important is that I had a great high school
music teacher. A truly, wonderful man and teacher named
Richard EichenbergeLWhen I got into high school, I just saw
that here was a guy who really loves his students, loves what
he's doing and is making great music. I just remember thinkirig this is a special, special person. I JUSt saw the impact he
made not only on my life, but [also] on the lives of almost
every student that was there. I think that planted the biggest
seed, I really do,

TC:
one

W hat

tlying

advice
would
in to
to
go

y ou
a

have for
rn usical

somecar r?

JH: You haw to love music for everything (hat i( is. Yo u
ha 'e to be p ionate abo ut the h ist r. Tof music, how music is
p ut to erber, all the thinb that m ak m usic rnu ic. You n d
to e ~h ki nd f person W]o is 0 pas ionate about it, yo u
vam to know \ e , thing there is ro knm abo ut it, no t ' ust
enjo. singi 19. Soul earch abo u t that. ay, do I jll t 1 v to sing
or do I real l. want (Q malce m y life m usic? Then, learn as l!1Uch
you p os ibly can .

TC: \17/.1at is the hardest p art about being the director?

Jirm Henry, Director of Choral Studies

SAMUEL J. SURGENER I THE CURRENT

Heather Arras, education, junior, races to first base before the pitcher throws for an out on Wednesday against Maryville.
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o b I conti ues dominance over Maryv·
CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University ofMissouri-St. Louis women's softball team
continued its dominance over new Great Lakes Valley Conference rival Maryville University, with a doubleheader sweep of
the Saints at the UMSL Softball Field on Wednesday afternoon.
The 6-2 Game one, and 3-2 Game two victories over the
Saints on Wednesday, gave the Tritons their fourth and fifth
straight all-time triumphs over Maryville, with no losses in the
all-time series.
UMSL also swept a twinbill from Maryville at their facility
last April, and took a single, non-league game from the Saints
in April 2008. In Game one, M aryville got out to a quick
start, scoring in the top of the first on a run batted in base
hit by first baseman Jennifer Nlaynez. But UMSL struck back
quickly with five runs of its own in the bottom of the first.
Triton catcher JaCee Ellis and shortstop Haleigh Jenkins each
drove in single runs with one out in the first. But the big blow
was rightfielder Karey Kruse's two-out, three-run horne run

blast that gave UlvfSL a lead it would never relinquish.
Sophomore hurler Leslie Davis (6-6) tossed all seven innings for the Tritons, earning a complete game win, while allowing just four hits and l\VO runs with two strikeouts and
two walks.
Game two proved to be a nail-biter for UlvlSL, but ended
in a Triton victory nonetheless. Maryville got on the board
again first, with another first inning score, this time on an RBI
hit by designated player Amanda Buffa. UMSL answered back
in the second inning, when Ellis walked, advanced to third on
a double by third baseman Shannon Beatty, and then scored
on a sacrifice fly by Kruse.
Maryville almost got the lead back in the top of the third,
when its got two straight line-shot base hits off eventual winning pitcher Crystal Koehler (7-2) .. Ponder doubled to start
off the inning, and Buffa followed with a single to center. But
UMSL centerfielder Monica Strube carne up firing, after she
fielded Buffa's smash, and gunned down Ponder at the plate,
as she tried to score.
The teams traded runs in the fourth, but neither squad
could get anything going in the fifth or sixth innings, setting
up a final dramatic rally for UMSl in the bottom of the sev-

enth. Kruse was once again right in the middle of it, leading
off the seventh with a walk. She advanced to third on a double
by Davis, and eventually scored the winning run when no one
from lvlaryville could field a ground ball off the bat of UMSL's
Paris Burger. The two victories for the Tritons raised the team's
record to 22-17 overall, and 13--4 in G LVC play, which places
UMSL in third place in the league standings .
UMSL will play its final road contests of the season in the
coming days, when the Tritons will travel to Rolla, Mo., to
take on Missouri S&T. That doubleheader was originally
scheduled for this past Saturday, but was. postponed due to
heavy rain in the Rolla area over the weekend. A re-schedule date hadn't been set at press time, but it's most likely the
games will be played sometime early this week because UMSL
has another road doubleheader at Quincy (Ill.) University, on
Wednesday, April 27, and two home doubleheaders this coming weekend.
Those final Triton home dates of the season will be Saturday, April 30, and Sunday, May I, when UMSL will host
DrulY and Rockhurst, respectively.
First pitch for those home doubleheaders, weather permitting, is at noon.
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Werner st y
ASHLEY ATKINS
Staff write:~

. \Xfirh the season coming to a close, the University of Missouri-St. Louis women's tennis team has put all of rheir energy
imo succeeding at conference, but not without the help of
Louisa \X/erner, freshman, business administration . .
From April 12 to April IS she has held the ritle of Great
lakes Valley Conference \Xfomen's Tennis Player of rhe \X!eek
with a 13-7 overall mark in singles action, a 9-5 record at
number one singles and an 11-2 record at number one doubles
on the year with teammate Pujitha Bandi.
Committing ten out of twelve months, of the year, to the
game of [ennis she is considered a driving force on her team.
"I think she brings a ~Q( of determination and hard work:'
Annie Gonzalez senior, teammate, business administration,
said. "She is alwa) s a fighter. and I chink it motivates the other
girls to do their best and not give up."
Not only does fellow teammate, Danielle Henkel, freshman, psychology, admire \Verner's great attitude towards the
game, but she also is keen on che bond they share.
"Both of us are very loud and pwnped up and want to
play:' Henkel said. "I think it is better to have another frc:shman with you than to be the onl) one and we are basically on
opposite sides of the line-up so it makes it a nice little balance
for the team:'
Crediting her parems, who were also tennis players for introducing her to the game at the age of four. she found herself
gravitating to the spOrt as she got older. In Dresden, Germany,
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o ivated by riton obligation
Werner completed her secondary edupltion at Sportgymnasium Dresden, which allowed her to get her education and
play for a club simultaneously.
'~s soon as I starred getting interested in college tennis,
I kind of looked around," Werner said. "There were several
agencies and they kind of made a profile of me, like a Facebook profile with all of this information and Coach GyUenborg was one of the coaches that ran through it."
"I liked what the recruiters had to sa:- abour her and she had
a strong enough ranking that I knew she could come and do
well here," Rick Gy"Uenborg, 'men's and women's tennis head

She believes her expectations are greater at UMSL due 0
her scholarship, but believes that her game has imptoved b cause of the competition, stating that it makes her strange"
mentally.
\Xferner says being on a team: motivates her to work hardei
because she represents UMSL and her team as well.
"At my club back home, we have so many differe 1
ages from. 16 to 32, you do not really practice together, y u
just come wgether and play the matches, so, here it is just <\
,val' bigger team bond," Werner said. "We do movie nigh ts, we
Bhare the same imeresr and we are traveling all togecher on the

I think she brings a lot of
determination and hard work.
-Annie Gonzalez
coach, said.
Even with her co mmitment to MSl \; erner still remains
a member of her club back hom e, v,-ho are in season up undl
June and July.
"I still ha to pIa - six matche m ere and then I can m be
mer said. 'I do
still pla:- r in tournaments as an indi .dual,"
not practice ver Christmas \! hen I am
home."
L

road. I li ke [the] Triwns V,ra bener than m y team back home."
She currently ha,o; no im mion of seeking our a professio nal t nnis career bur plan n raking advanrage of v har U 1S1
. known fo r, bu in es dm in lsrrari on . .
'I am Pro9ab1y going to pecialize in i.nte 'national busi ne !-.
o I wan t to get a high P there Werner said.

[

Tappmeyer lands five new .recr -ts for me '8 basketball in 201 -2012
CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Spot·ts Edito r
The University of Missouri-Sr. Louis arhletics deparTment
announced this week the signing of five new student-athletes
that will join the men's basketball program for the 2011-2012
academic year.
The five new Tritons are incoming freshmen J a<;:k Connors
of Scottsdale, Arizona, Janeil Hatcherr of Sikeston, Mo., Ben
Ruether of Washington, Mo., Aareon Smith of St. Louis, and
Division-I college transfer Josh McCoy of Sr. Peters, Mo.
All five players have sent in their signed nacionalletrers of
intent to the UMSL arhletics office, and all wiU'be eligible to
play for the Tritons beginning next season.
The big fish signing of the five-man crew for UMSL was the
inking of McCoy, a 6'4" scoring guard and native St. Louisan,
who starred Fort Zumwalt South High from 2005-200S.
As a four-year starter for the Bulldogs, McCoy was a twOtime all-state and all-metro selection and a three-time all-con-

f~rence choice who scored 1,579 career points (a 15.4 points
per game average and collected 469 rebounds, 276 assists and
214 steals.
McCoy, who was Player of the Year in the Gateway Athletic
Conference his senior :'ear, led Ft. Zumwalt South to back-toback state Final Four appearances in 2007 and 200S.
At Cleveland State, which competes in tlle Horizon Le~oue
against teams like Valparaiso and two-time Division-I national
runner-up Buder, McCoy played in all 36 games last season,
averaging 4.4 points and 2.5 rebounds a game, for a team that
went 27-9, and advanced to the second round of the National
Invi tational Tournament.
Of the high school signees, Connors had the most accomplished prep career, where he earned Arizona Class 4A First
Team all-scate honors as a senior at Saguaro High after averaging 16.5 points, 6.2 assists and 4.2 rebounds per game, while
shooting 40 percent from three-poim range.
J liSt last season alone, che 6' 1" poim guard was a lv1cDonald's All-American nominee, named the 2011 Desert Sky Regio.n Player of the Year and was an All-City Athlete First Tean1-

Scottsdale selection after leading his team to a 23-9 record and
a state championship runner-up finish.
Hatchett, a 6' 1" point guai'd, was a first team all-scate performer here in Missouri, where he helped his Sikeston team
to a 30-0 record as a senior and the Missouri Class 4 state
championship.
He also earned first team aU-conference and all-region honors while averaging 12.3 poims, 6.8 rebounds and 3.7 assists "
per game.
Reuther, a 6'7" forward, played on the St. Francis Borgia
teanL' that lost to Hatch-ett's team in the Class 4 state finals.
As a senior, he averaged 14.S points and S.2 rebounds a
game, and was named first team all-state and all-district and
was tabbed The Missourian Newspape/s Area Player of the
Year.
Smith, another 6'4" .local product, averaged 14.S poims
and S.5 rebounds a game as a senior at Lafayette High, where
he led the Lancers to an lS-S record and a Suburban West
Conference championship and was a first team all-co'nference
and all-district honoree.
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Ryan Young, new head volleyball coach for University of Missouri- Saint Louis, on
Friday at the Mark Twain building.
.

JENNIFER MEAHAN / THE CURRENT

The University of Mis- [ion in each of the SL,{ seasouri- St. Louis Athletics sons Young was head coach.
Department announced re- . "I am very excited to be
cently that it had selected named the next UMSL head
former assistalH coach Ryan volleyball coach, and I'm
Young ro become the new thankful to the University for
head volleyball coach at the giving me this opponunity,"
Young said. "I am looking
university.
Young had spent one sea- forward .to expanding on the
son as an assistant coach un- succe;ss this program has reder former Triton head man cently had" and- am thrilled
Trent Jones, who left the pro- about the furure of TritOns
gram in February, to become volleyball. This team is very
an assistant coach at Divi- talented and having already
sion I Missouri-Kansas City, worked with them will help
where longtime University of the transition from assistant
Kansas assistan t Christi Posey coach to head coach be a
has been hired as the Kanga- smooth one.'
Young's other coadling exroos new coach.
"We are excited to have perience includes [wo years as
Ryan take over as our head an assistant at Sr. Louis Colvolleyball coach, , Lori Flana- lege of Pharmacy and as an
gan, U!v1SL athletics direaor, assistant at Christian Broths-aid in a statement released ers College High School.
by the department. "His hard The St. louis nil.tive also has
work and dedication to the an array of playIng experiprogram played a vital role in ence. including four years at
last season's success, and that Missouri Baptist University
e.xperience will help make for (2005-08), where he earned
second team all-conference
a smooth transition.
"We believe his energy honors. Young also helped
and attention to the develop- lead his team to National
ment of our student-athletes Association of Intercollewill allow us to continue the giate Athletes third place
success that UMSL volleyball finishes in 2005 and 2007.
has seen the last few years. He prepped at CBC High
We are extremely confident School from 200 1-04, earnthat this program will remain ing first team all-metro honin good hands under Ryan's ors as a senior and second
direction."
team honors as a junior.
Despite it being just his Young's team earned a secfirst year in UMSL's program, ond place finish in state as
Young was a key figure in the a freshman and placed third
Tritons' 20-9 season, which as a sophomore and senior.
s.a w the team earn its first Additionally, Young played
national ranking since 1993 five years of club for Missouri
and its first NCAA Division Thunder and two years for St.
National Tournament berth Louis High Performance. He
since 1995.
won two bronze medals at the
Prior to coming to UMSL, Junior Olympics and took
Young coached the SL Louis third in the Open Division.
High Performance high-lev- He holds °a Bachelor of Sciel youth-league club team, ence · degree in business ad- .
which under his direction ministration from Nfissouri
qualified for the Junior Olym- Baptist.
pics Open Division competiUMSL Sports information
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SEAL OF APPROVAL

No Sharia law in Missouri
Last \"X1ednesday, the Missouri House of Representatives passed a bill that would
ban the practice of Sharia law
in l\1issouri. Specifically, the
measure would prohibit lv1issouri courts from «utilizing
foreign law or legal code in
any ruling." Of course; while
the actual language of the
bill does not mention Sharia
by name, according to the
Sr. Louis POSt Dispatch the
debate that took place prior
to the vore on me bill centered almost entirely Oil, you
guessed it, Sharia.
As one might imagine, the
proposal from Representative
Paul Cunman, a Republican
from Pacific, has stirred up
plenty of controversy. Predicrably, cenain politicians
have resorted (0 bigoted
comments and fear-mongering, such as Representative
Don \Xfells'(also a Republican) comparison of Sharia
la\v to a disease such as polio,
in an ~ttempt (0 shove mis
bill through the legislature.
lvfissouri isn't even the first
state (0 introduce legislation
like this; within the pasT year,
Indiana and Louisiana have
passed bills with similar aims
(0 the measures proposed by
Curtman and ~rells. Florida,
l\.1ississippi and Utah had
similar laws on the books
temporarily and over a dozen
other states are considering
such legislation.
For now, let's not even
address whether such a law
is right or wrong. Bigotry
and fear-mongering aside,

right or wrong in this mat- in nearly all cases, making
ter is subjective depending ' this proposed legislation not
on which side of the politi- only redundant but incomcal aisle you come from. In- patible 'with our existing legal
stead, let's look at a more framework.
rational and infinitely more
The contention that the
pragmatic concern: is the bill proposed law is aimed at foreven necessary? Do we need a ' eign law in general doesn't
law [hat specifically prohibits hold water, either. There have
the application of Shari a - or neyer been any instances
any other foreign legal code, where foreign or internationwhether religious or secular al law has superseded :\meriin lvfissouri?
can law in an y documented
If you know an}wing at case in our country's history.
all abour American law, then The entire concept of applythe answer is a resounding ing, say. French law or Dutch
no. And why should there be? law in an Am erican court
In some politi cal circles, it case is absurd. The Constituhas become trendy (0 present tion wrinen by our Founding
a blind, idolizing 10)'alry to Fathers is the law of the land,
the letter of the Constitution, and for good re3.son. /\n:,'
yet the politicians who pro- judge or lawy r dut tried to
fess their love for the Co~
cite foreign law in a dom esstitution as a reasoning for tic case of any kind would be
championing this bill display laughed out of their profesa profound ignorance for the sion.
same document they claim (0
o nee again, we see an excherish. Freedom of religion, ample of politicians trying to
as mandated by the First fix something that isn't broAmendment, goes both ways . ken in an attempt to pander
A citizen is free to practice to a vocal minoriry. Instead
their religion as m ey choose, of addressing real problems
and the government may not that truly have an effeCT on
interfere with that citizen's and maner to the people of
practice of their religion, nor this state, legislators have
~ mey force the practice of chosen to focus on meaninganother religion upon him or less issues and proposals for
her. In every recorded case laws mat are more ideological
where religious la\v has con- smoke than actual substance.
flicted V\1i th American federal
Unsigned editorials reflect
or state law, the secular laws the majority viewpoint of The
have won every time. In ad- Current's EditoriaL Bo,-zrd:
dition, the Supreme Court Andrew Sea~ Ryan Kru/~ fen
ruled in 1993 that a law that
O'Hara, William Kj,ze, Cedric
singles out a particular reliWilliams, Jenniftr 1I1eahan,
gion or religious praCTice for ZachalJ Kraft and lvfatthew
restriction is unconstirutional Popos/ry.
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App e of t e eye(s)
'Xlhen they're not busy
pressuring journalists with
home
police
invasions,
Apple Jnc. , the celebrated
maker of the iPhone and
iPad, is busy tracking your
every step.
"Security
researchers
have discovered that Apple's iPhone keeps track of
w here you go - and save
e ery detail of it to a secret
fil on the device \'\'hich is
men copied to the owner's
mputer when the tWO Jre
synch ro nised , according to
an article in l he Guardi2n,
a Unired Kingdom newspaper.
Thi s isn't a small Raw that
etfects a small percentage
of iPhone u er ; no, this is
huge p ri a . violation on
a massi e scale. \Xfe're not
talking voluntary tracking
identification like Facebook's "Check In" feature ;
this is full-fledged invasion
of pri\" ~'L"Y.
1be tracking seems to apply only to iPhone updated
to iOS
and later. Which,
since iOS 4 came out in
June 2010, means that "for
some phones, there could
be almost a year's worth
of location dara stored,"
according to the article.
And the information is easy
to access, especially since the
file is located on both the
iPhone irself and whatever
computer it syncs to. "The
file contains the latitude and
longitude of me phone's recorded coordinares along
\vith a timestamp," according to The Guardian anicle.
Sam Biddle, an online
journalisr from Gawker
Media site Gizmodo, downloaded the program the security researchers created
and took a look at hi~ loca-

tion history from his own
iPhone.
"The map I was able
to generate with mapping
software the security duo
released visualizes m y life
since the day I bought my
iPhone 4 in July, Biddle
wrote. "En,:rywhere l'Ye
been . Bus trips home. Train
trips to \ i it family. Vacations. Places I'd fo rgo tten I'd
even gone... 1)' entire personal and profe si nal li n ...
It's all a essi ble- where I've
b "n, and when."
Peop le ha\ie f; len into
twO camps on thi
issue.
There are th
ho ay
that this 1 catio n invasio n
houldn't matter: jf
ou
d n t ha 'e an ythi n a t hi de ,
then it shouldn't (h r y u,
right?
l h e other camp is full of
priYac.T
. advocat who say
that this is a betra al of trust
b Apple, and that imm d iate anion is needed to fix
rbis .
In thi s situatioIl, the privacy advocates are right.
Apple has always had a good
reputation with irs customers, and hiding rhis information gathering from them is
an issue.
It is es mially clandestine spying. Imagine if a
foreign or national dignitary
privy to secret information
used an iPhone. If meir
computer or iPhone were
compromised, it would offer a wealth of seCret information.
Facebook's
Unlike
"Check In" , rhere is no Optin for this hidden feature.
As of press time, Apple has
stalwartly refused to say
anyffiing about this location
dara gathering.
Biddle writes in his Giz-

modo. com thar "for now,
there is no fix. The only way
to remove ir fro m your computer' r wipe rour back
up fil fro m yo ur o mputer. Bur. .. e ery time y u sync
your o mp u ter, thou gh, it II
-reare a n w fil e ... and if yo u
upgrad y u r phone to the
next iPh ne, the location
n cking history goes w ith
ir."
The iPhone is a wonderhll
little device that singlehandedl), starred tb smartphone
r ,"olution. I myself have a n
iPod Touch mat I simply
cannot do without (the iPod
Tollch doesn't seem to have
this data-gathering problem,
simply because it does not
use cell towers) .
Bur this kind of invasion
of privacy is extremely insidious--especially when you
take into account that besides the millions of iPhones
already sold by AT&T, Verizon alone sold 2 .2 million
more in the first two months
of the iPhone being available on their service.
The rhing is, that's 2.2
million more people being tracked by their own
cell phones. Something is
very wrong here, and Apple
needs to come clean and
make it right.
Andrew Seal is Editor-inChieffor The Current.
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POP CULTURE WITH POPOSKY

yth about enewable Sex w·thout love m y til
energy help keep USA be ex ... but Dt i ot as good
add·cted to fo eign oil
Rising gasoline prices p e
a threat co our economy and
switching CO renewable powpotential
er sources hal
economic benefits. So \ hy
don't we make the S\ jtch?
Oil Cornpan lobbying in
C ngr s has lot to do with
it. However, dependen e on
imported oil is one of the
great st threats this country
fac s, to both our p rosperity _
and to our nacional security.
Energy
independence
should be the gO,al of all
Americans,
regardless
of
political stripe. Yet the idea
that solutions have to meet a
politically-correct standard of
not acknowledging the reality of global warming, [he finite nature of oil and the true
costs of dependence on fossil
fuels are holding us bacL
"Drill, bab;:, drill" cannot solve this, as extracting
the last drops of American
oil will not permanetly bring
d m n prices of an er-scarcer resource. i\nd the co ts of
doing so are high.
One barrier to action is
the minority of the A. merican people who _a) do not
think climate change is taking place, b) think human action has nothing to do with
it and/or c) think climate
change will do little to change
their lives, the livability of the
planet or is something we can
deal with at some later date.
The science overwhelmingly
says otherwise. The majority
of Americans, to say nothing
of the rest of the world, accepts the scientific evidence.
Public pressure can change
this situation, if members of
the public outraged over high

gas prices. Economists wo rried about the de-stabilizing
effects of those high price ,
scientists and citizens worried
about the closing windmv of
opportunity to m oderate
climate change call come together.
\X'hat stOps that from happening? 1 yths about renewable power are one of the
b3.rriers. Some people think
that nothing has changed. for
solar and wind power since
the 1970s. In fact, a lot has
changed and these solutions
are already being used in other countries. H . . d roe1ectric
power no longer means big
dams , Small hydropo er require no dam and use - technology available off the helf
An injection of reality is
needed. Solutions to energy
independence abound fo r
this country bur req uir us to
no t take a rigid vie\> f only
empl ing solutions of the
past and d ing things as we
alway have.
M any solurions are ready
now or only lack economi
of scale (0 be put in place.
Plug-in electric cars are
not sluggish (the Tesla goes
o to 60 in 3.9 seconds) or
underpowered. They do have
challenges with range and
battery capacity, bur that will
improve under market pressures. Plug-in electric cars
run for the equivalent of less
than $3 a gallon. The equivalent for the still much more
experimemal hydrogen car is
over $10.
Opponents of electric cars
like to cite the "longer tail
pipe" issue of running a car
on electricity from a coal-

(ate Marquis
fired power plant. generating
carbon emis ions and pollurants. The solution is to
re-think power generation. A
de entral ized, m ix d power
generation sy tern can replace
coal , al though no one solution is a one-(O-one replacement for coal-fired power
plants.
Almost
all
rene,vable
power solutiuns ha,,-..: a wonderful advanuge. Their coses
are upfront, in construction.
Sun, wind or "vater energy
then is f,:,ce.
Keeping a narrow-minded
focus on a solu tion that will
replace big centralized coalfired power plants and the
gasoline engine keeping us
from seeing solutions. We
have faced this kind of big
shift: in power before, as we
replaced horses with cars and
steam with electricity. Openness to new energy ideas has
potential benefits, bur being behind the curve on this
can have very serious consequences both for our economy and for a livable planet.

.

-

deed_
To day's generations are
setting themselves up to
birth children who will know
nothing of love or commitment. Children who will
see their roOtS, and believe
that sex should not have a
persDnal attachment, that
it should be nothing more
than a physical urge \vhich
is to be satisfied at any given
time, with anybody who will
spread their legs.
Wise up. kids . Look at the
example this is setting for future generations, and maybe
consider taking a step back
and trying to find somebody truly worth the time.
Try finding somebody truly
worth the wait. Believe it or
not, sex is actually exponentially more satisfying when
w:ith a partner with which a
caring bond is shared. Consider this for a moment the
next time a random hattie
passes the bar.
Matthew B. Poposky is the
Opiniom Editor fo.r The Current.

Cate Marquis is Associate
A&E Editor and a columnist
forThe Current.
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"Where have all the good talism) to view sexual "conquests" as material possesmen gone, and where are all
the gods?" Sure, this may be sions. Men and women alike
a line from a song straight brag of their many sexual endeayors and the more physiour of the 90s, bur honestly,
it applies as much now as it cally attractive, often mentally insignificant individuals
did then, if not mo~e so. Furthermore, it has gotten to a one can "acquire" for their
portfolio, the more respected
point where not only women
should be asking this ques- one is amongst their peers.
tion. but men as well (with
This is absolutely despilight modifications to the cable. There was once a time
lyrics in some instances, and, when courting a woman
in others, the lyrics may stay meant more than trying to
just as they are).
get in her pants. and vice
This world prospers on versa. There was once a time
the concept of instant grati- when women respected the
fication. It is becoming inmen who attempted to sue
creasingly difficult for those for them and did not abanwho are truly looking for a don them the moment a
more monetarily-proficient
relationship, truly looking
for dedication and open,
option can1e into view. The
honest love, to find anything grass is not always greener on
(:\'en
slightly
resembling the other side of the fence,
what they pursue. After - all,
but, again, this is a view
socier;,' says to have sex, have modem society seems to misunderstand·. Sometimes, true
it often and have it with as
many people as one possibly happiness is acquired not
can. So. in this society, why by conquering everything
\\<ould anybody want (Q be a around oneself, but by find"good man ," much less someing happiness with somebody worthy of being called a . body who w:ill truly care for
"god" by their partner?
eternity. What a lost concept
This style of life emerged on modern generarions.
Kids are having sex at
from the conquering, inseminating mindset which younger and younger ages.
capitalism in general brings There is a strong disconnect
about. Capitalism says that between the physicality ' of
people need (Q do everything sex and the emotional aspects
in their power to gather as
it is meant to require. Sex is
many possessions as posnothing more than sex now.
sible. Somehow, in the past Why should anybody comhundred years, it has become mit themselves to a single
more and more common (as person when sex can be gOtit was a practice prior to this ten in any dark dive of a bar
time, and even prior to capi- on any given night? Why in-
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Bi
arm does not need
tax cut , just reality check
During the huge debate
over health care reform, the
Obama administration cur a
deal with the pharmaceutical
companies that would cur
expected costS for prescription drugs for seniors and
orher taxpayers by roughly
80 billion dollars.
On the surface, that does
nor sound like a bad thing.
However, when faced
with further scrutiny, it starts
to look lik.e a stinker.
In return for agreeing
to these cuts, Big Pharma
wrangled a promise from che
White House to oppose any
and all future efforts by Congress to eicher use cheir influence to drive down prescription drug costs or to import
cheaper drugs from Canada.
In addi tion, while Big
Pharma has agreed to these
substantial cuts, they have
firmly rejected curting more
than their promised $80 billion.
So, cuts to drug cOStS are
fine, but only if chey come
on the pharmaceutical companies' terms, and only cut
by che amount that those
companies are comfortable
with.
That is a bitter pill for
che American taxpayer to
be forced to swallow, espe-

cially those who are forced
to rely on these companies'
products for their continued
healrh and well-being.
It is not as if these companies are hurting for cash ~
either; in fact, Big Pharma is
doing better than ever.
Last year, over $300 billion was spent on prescription drugs alone in this
country, and pharmaceutical
profits over the past few rears
have either held steady or increased.
When he was elected,
President Obama not only
promised massive health-care
reform, but said that reform
would be transparent.
The details of this deal
seem to indicate that the process was anything bur transparent; what we know of this
deal comes not from a White
House release.
It comes from from a
White House staffer close
enough to the negotiations
to have an internally circulated memo detailing just
what Big Pharma and the
~'hite House got and gave
up in their closed-door negotiations.
This staffer then leaked
the memo to a health-care
lobbyist in 'W1ashington.
\X7hen the memo was leaked,

both rhe Whi te House and
pharmace uric~ll reps tried

[Q

cover their tracks with tactics
such as attacking the credibility of the source or Aatour denying that a deal ,vas
made.
The President is, at the
very least, breaking one of
his core campaign promises
in how he has dealt with this
situation; this cloak-anddagger way of getting things
done is something we might
have expected from our last
President, something that
many of us hoped this President would avoid.
Speaking of President
Bush, it is also worth noring
that a similar deal was made
WIder his administration,
when Bush and the Republicans were working on legislation for Medicare's coverage
of new drug purchases.
At the time, Democrats in
Congress dismissed it as both
corrupt and wasteful. Given
that Obama's acts seem ro
directly contravene several
of his campaign promises, it
comes off even worse than
the Bush-era deal.
Obama ought ro serve his
elecrors, rather than profithungry corporations.

rug companies need
ax cuts to keep prices
medicine cheap
Complain
complain,
complain. It seems this is all
the people of America are capable of doing.
Somebody el gets a tax
cut, and che citizens of the
state complain that they want
wider-spread breaks.
Breaks
for
everybody
would be fantastic, would
they not? Well, that is not the
wa, this nation works.
Tax breaks are given ro
those who truly need them
in this nation, not those who
manage ro get by just fine on
their own.
In this particular case,
o barna's administration IS
giving a ta.x cut to the big
drug companies of the nation. For some reason, American cieizens are, as usual, taking offense to this.
Think about it, people: the
drug companies provide the
medications which millions
of Americans rely upon on a
daily basis.
They also operate in debt
most of the time , and thus,
are sometimes incapable of
providing the services the nation requires.
Giving tax. breaks to drug
companies will allow the

prices of es ential m e 'cations to drop dramatically,
w hich will tlIen lead to further ay,lilabiliry of services
such as \ .fedicare and 1vfedicaid to the citizens of this fine
nation .
So , why do citizens continue complaining about tax
cuts ro large corporations
such as this?
The citizens of the United
States simply seem ro believe
that everything ought to be
given to chem for free, and
that large corporations deserve to pay the price for any
complication which arises.
Frankly, not all the problems of the United States
are the responsibility of the
corporations, nor are they responsibility of the rich.
They are problems which
involve the entire nation,
and sometimes, it is essential for the "common man"
to pay his debt to the nation,
as well, and allow the larger,
more ell-off to have a break
so that essential services can
continue to be provided at affordable prices.
Obama understand s this,
and thus, his administration
has decided to supply a tax

break to the drug companies
which prQ',·ide healthcare options to the m eek, to those
incapable of buying these
benefits by themselves.
Sometimes, ro help the
greater good, it is essential to
go outside the realm of approval from the citizens.
The citizens of any nation
can be wrong about what is
in their best in terest, and this
is just as true for America as
any ther.
If Americans are truly angered by this, perhaps they
should provide a bener alternative to providing a tax cut
to the drug companies.
Rather than simply complaining, perhaps American
citizens should attempt ro
make true changes, those
which would allow the world
they wish to live in to truly
exist.
Obama and his administration are simply doing what
they deem best in order to
guarantee that drug companies in this countr)' do not
suffer from complete and utter financial collapse, so that
Americans can continue being given health benefits.
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PUZZLES

by Karlee. Sellars

Examine one of the most urgent
scientific and social issues of the
21st century.
Admission to this exhibition is FREE.

